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Abstract
In Mobile sink wireless sensor networks (MSWSN) Sensor nodes are low cost tiny
devices with limited storage, computational capability and power except the sink
node. Mobile sink has no resource limitation. It has wide range of application in the
real world problem like military and civilian domain etc. The nodes in the network
are unattended and unprotected so energy ecient and security are two major issues
of sensor network. The sensors have limited battery power and low computational
capability, requires a securitymechanism thatmust be energy ecient. In this proposed
system model mobile sink traverse the network to collect the data.
Here we proposed energy ecient secure data collection techniques with mobile
sink wireless sensor networks based on symmetric key cryptography. In proposed
data collection technique mobile sink traverse network and collect data from one hop
neighbors. Proposed cryptosystem is time based as after each fixed amount of time
sink generates a large prime number. Using the prime number all nodes in the network
update their key to avoid replay attack keep. Data collection MSWSN is three step
process. At each new position mobile sink broadcast a beacon frame to alert the static
sensors about its presense, secondly sensors send their sensed data towards sink node
and finaly mobile sink broad cast another beacon frame to stop the data transmission
by sensors. Sensor authenticate the mobile sink with the shared key concept, if it finds
that sink is the legitimate node then sensor encrypt their data and transmit it to the
sink.
A static sensor sense some critical information and sink is not within its range, that
that time sensor needs to transmit its data towards sink immediately. It cannot wait
till sink come to its range. For that we proved an existing protocol Sensor Protocol for
Information via Negation (SPIN) is ecient for critical data transmission to the mobile
sink. Then we make it as the secured protocol by using symmetric key cryptography.
Here we use the previous assumption to make it as the secure protocol.
All the simulation has been carried out with NS 2.34. This thesis is supported by
the literature survey in the area of Mobile Sink Wireless Sensor Networks to make it
complete.
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1.1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks are potentially one of themost important technologies of this
century. Recent advancement in wireless communications and electronics has enabled
the development of low-cost, low-power, multifunctional miniature devices for use
in remote sensing applications. The combination of these factors has improved the
viability ofutilizinga sensornetwork consistingof a largenumberof intelligent sensors,
enabling the collection, processing analysis and dissemination of valuable information
gathered in a variety of environments. A sensor network is composed of a large
number of sensor nodes which consist of sensing, data processing and communication
capabilities. Instead of sending the raw data to the nodes responsible for the fusion,
they use their processing abilities to locally carry out simple computations and transmit
only the required and partially processed data. Some of the popular applications
of sensor network are area monitoring, environment monitoring (such as pollution
monitoring), industrial and machine health monitoring, waste water monitoring and
military surveillance.
Sensor networks are predominantly data-centric rather than address-centric. So
senseddata aredirected to anarea containing anumber of sensors rather thanparticular
sensor addresses. Aggregation of data increases the level of accuracy and reduces data
redundancy. A network hierarchy and clustering of sensor nodes allows for network
scalability, robustness, ecient resource utilization and lower power consumption.
InMobile SinkWireless Sensor Networks (MSWSN) all sensors are static other than
the sink node. Mobile nodes are the destination of messages originated by sensors,
i.e., they represent the endpoints of data collection in the network. They can either
autonomously consume collected data for their own purposes or make them available
to remote users by using a long rangewireless Internet connection. In [34] sensor nodes
are static and densely deployed in the sensing area. One or multiple Mobile sinks
(MS) move throughout the network to collect data from all sensors. Communication
between the source sensors and the MS is either single hop or multi-hop.
The amount of data that can be collected over a long period of time is depending
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on the maximum data storage capacity of a sensor node and the battery lifetime of
the sensor [44]. If data is collected at a rate that exceeds the storage capacity of the
node during the expected battery lifetime of the unit, then the node must be retrieved
prior to full battery expenditure or the data must be transmitted to another location.
In the latter case, the energy cost of transmitting the data must be taken into account
when determining the deployment time of sensor nodes. Data collection method is of
two types i) proactively and ii) reactively. In proactive method sensed data distributed
periodically distributed throughout the network and mobile sink retrieved it later. In
reactive data collection method sensors send their data towards the mobile sink as a
reaction for the detection of sinks queries.
During the data collection technique in mobile sink sensor networks, security is an
important factor. Node need to be authenticate before start the data collection process.
At the same time sensors also need to authenticate the sink. After authentication takes
place the start the data communication process with specified rule. During the data
collection sensor send their data with encrypting the data packets and send it to the
sink node. When sink receive the data it decrypt the packet and check for the adversary
modification during data transmission. This node authentication, data encryption and
decryption use dierent cryptography technology. Using cryptography function it
secure the communication process.
1.2 Mobile Sink Wireless Sensor Networks
InMobile SinkWireless SensorNetworks all the sensors are statically deployed to sense
the environment and mobile sink traverse the networks. It overcomes the problem of
the sink neighborhood problem as defined in previous section [31]. In the sink neigh-
borhood problem is neighbor nodes of sink participate more in the data transmission.
The result is the faster energy deplete compared to other nodes in the network. If
we look over the energy conservation model sensor deplete some amount of energy
during the data receiving and the data transmission. As the sensor those are close to
the sink, participate more data transmission i.e. for them and for those sensors away
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from the sink in the same direction.
In MSWSN all nodes are static other than the sink in the network. Mobile sink
traverse randomly to collect the sensor data. It may be collect with one hop or multi
hop communication and our proposed model is the one hop data collection. As sink
traversing throughout the network for data collection so the neighbor of the sink
is not fix, so neighborhood problem will not arises. Here we use LR-WPAN IEEE
802.15.4 low cost wireless link. IEEE 802.15.4 intends the lower network layers of
a type of wireless personal area network (WPAN) which focuses on low cost, low
speed global communication between the sensors. IEEE 802.15.4 security consists
of four kinds of security services such as access control, message integrity, message
confidentiality, and replay protection [47]. The access control feature should prevent
illegal users to participate in the process. In other word, only authorized users can able
join in a legitimated network. Message integrity means the validity of transferred data
andmessage authentication impliesmessage sender’s verification using cryptographic
function. These message integrity and message authentication are possible using
message authentication code(MAC) in IEEE 802.15.4. The MAC is appended to each
data packet sent [48].
A malicious node can participate in the data collection process by showing it as the
sink node. Then all the sensed data collected by the malicious node, for that we need
to authenticate the node before sending the sensed data. If sensors send its packets
without encryption then malicious node can accept the packet then it can modify the
content of the packet. So we’ll lose the original content of the data. Data is neither
to be modified nor be dropped. We need to keep data freshness. For that we need
to use cryptography concept to secure the data collection technique. The security
requirements of mobile sink sensor networks and the attacks possible in each layer are
described in Section 2.6.
1.3 Motivation
InWireless Sensor Networks (WSN), there are several challenges. Themain challenges
are how to maximize network life time and how to provide secure communication
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in the network. As sensor network totally rely on battery power, the main aim for
maximizing lifetime of network is to reduce battery power conservation or energy
with some security considerations. In sensor network, the energy is mainly consumed
for three purposes: data transmission, signal processing, and hardware operation. It
is said in [4] that 70 percent of energy consumption is due to data transmission. As
sensor network generally deploied in hostile environment so security is themajor issue
in the network.
Major operation takes place in the sensor network is tomonitoring the environment
and send the monitored data to the sink node. In case of static sensor networks all
sensors are static with the sink node. When the data communication takes place all the
static sensors send their sensed data to the sink which is fare away from the sensors.
In that situation those sensors are close to the sink; participate more times in the data
transmission than the other sensor. The result is to deplete their energy faster than the
other nodes, the premature disconnection of the networks [34]. So sink got isolated
from the network, while all other nodes are fully operational along with the sink.
This problem, here termed the ”sink neighborhood problem,” leads to a premature
disconnection of the network. With the data collection process sink gets the data
from the sensors. During data collection node may be participate in the process and
drop the packets. With this process sink need to be authenticate the node, encryption
and decryption of the data [8][14][16][28]. Here one energy ecient data collection
technique is proposed with Mobile Sink Wireless Sensor Networks. We proposed the
random relative motion of the sink to collect data and reduce energy conservation and
tp prolong network life time. Cryptographic technique is used for node authentication
and data encryption. Our motivation for proposing an energy ecient data collection
technique and reduce the packet drop. Use cryptographic method for secure data
collection with node authentications.
InMSWSN, sink traverse thenetwork fordata collection. Sensornetworksgenerally
deployed in hostile environments. So sensor may sense any critical data or highly
sensitive data. In such situation it can’t wait till the time sink come into its range and
it’ll send its data to sink [34][36][45]. It needs to deliver the data towards mobile sink
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immediately. As it’s a high sensitive data so we need to encrypt the data to avoid the
external attack [32].
1.4 Problem Statement and Objectives
Wepropose a framework to establish secure energy ecient data collectionwithmobile
sink. So that data can be collected as a secure manner and prolong network lifetime.
Sensor networks are usually deployed in hostile and unattended environment
where an adversary can read and modify the content of the data packet. For such
situation the most popular type of attack is the external attack and replay attack. Node
need to be authenticate before data transmission takes place. Network life time is also
an important issue in sensor networks. In external attack the node does not belong to
the network try to read and modify the packet. If node read and modify the packet
sink will not get the correct data. For that we also need to authenticate the node before
data transmission. We use concept of mobile sink to prolong network lifetime and
overcome the sink neighborhood problem.
In mobile sink sensor networks, sink traverse the network to collect data. If a node
sense some critical data and sink is not its range, for that situation sensor node transmit
the data tomobile sink immediately. For thatwe proved an existing protocol for critical
data transmission and make it as the secure protocol to avoid external attack and node
authentication during data transmission.
Securely collect the data from network and critical data transmission to mobile sink
in mobile sink sensor networks. Accordingly we identify the objectives of the thesis
and list them as follows:
 Energy ecient data collection method
 Symmetric key based secure communication
 Protocol for critical data transmission to mobile sink
 Secure Protocol for critical data transmission to mobile sink
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1.5 Organization of the Thesis
In this chapter, themotivation for secure and energy ecient data collection technique,
the objectives of our work is discussed in a briefly. The organization of the rest of the
thesis and a brief outline of the chapters in this thesis are as given below.
In chapter 2, wehavediscussed about theproposed systemmodel and sinkmobility
model of mobile sink sensor networks. We also have discussed the data collectionwith
mobile element and then performancemetrics. We addressed the security requirement
and the layer wise attack possible in MSWSN.
In chapter 3, we have described our proposed energy ecient data collection
technique in mobile sink wireless sensor networks with one hop communications
and applied symmetric key cryptography for secure data collection. Then, we have
analyzed and checked the performance by simulating the proposed technique.
In chapter 4, we have proved that Sensor Protocol for Information via Negotiation
(SPIN) is suitable for critical data transmission towardsmobile sink. We use symmetric
key cryptography for secure data transmission to mobile sink. We implement the
proposed technique and analyze the performance and security.
Finally, chapter 5, summarizes the main contributions of this thesis and comments
on future directions for this work.
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Chapter 2
Mobile Sink Wireless Sensor Networks:
Model, Performance Metrics and
Security Issues
Introduction
System Model
Mobility Model of Sink
Wireless Sensor Networks with Mobile Data Collector
Performance Metrics
Security Issues
Conclusion
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2.1 Introduction
SecuringWSN is a challenging task because of its properties and characteristics such as
unreliable wireless communication, resource constraints and unknown topology with
earlier deployment, physical tampering of nodes due to unattended environment. To
secure them, we have to satisfy security goals. These security goals can be classified
into primary and secondary based on their importance. The primary security goals
are data confidentiality, integrity, availability and authenticity. The secondary goal
which has least importance than primary is data freshness, self-organization, time
synchronization and secure localization. These primary goals are required based on
the application for WSN [39].
WSN are easily disposed to security attacks due to its deployment in hostile envi-
ronment. Although, there are many security solutions for traditional networks. They
are not suitable for WSN due to its open space deployment and resource constraints,
memory and energy. Because of which nodes cannot do complex computations and
store large data. So, there is a need to find new security measures which will be best
suitable for the sensor networks. MSWSN is one of the solution for prolong network
life time and overcome all the attacks possible in multi-hop communication. Before
discussing about our problem, we are going to discuss about the Mobile Sink Wireless
Sensor Network, its system model, sink mobility model, security threat models and
layer wise attacks in WSN.
2.2 SystemModel
The proposed system model is single hop data collection by mobile sink node in
MSWSN. Data collection means get the data from the sensors. In Table 2.1 it is defined
the configuration of simple sensor node. Its application is like in betel field or military
applications. More specifically it is applicable in flat region because sink travers the
network to collect the data.
We brought the random graph theory into modeling a class of sensor networks
with low sensor density in this thesis. Consider the following situation. An area
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covered with a great deal of sensor nodes that form a sensor network G(V;E) through
self-organization, where V stands a set of all sensors and E stands a set of all existing
communication connections. Monitored area covered by the sink node’s range of a
certain task is a subset of G(V;E), we denote it by Gi(Vi;Ei). Here we consider a set Si,
which contains the vertices (Sensors) Vi.
A random graph consists of vertices and edges. Any two vertices share an edge
with the same probability p. The probability of a random graph being connected tends
to 1, if E is greater than PC(E) =
N/logN
2 (N is the number of vertices and E is the number
of edges). This is what we call a ’phase transition’ in random graphs that implies a
sudden large change of network performance at Pc. In other words, the value of Pc is
a threshold beyond which the random graph is ’connected’.
Mapping random graphs to sensor networks is unrealistic. But in our model
connections establishes between sensors and sink, not between the sensors. Link
establishes when sensor finds that sink is in its one hop range.
2.2.1 Assumptions
Assumption 1: For convenience of simulation we assume that Gi is an area covered by
the sink node with its one hop transmission range.
Assumption 2: Gi is covered with the same sensors (homogenous sensors), which
implies that each sensor has the same communication radius including sink node.
Assumption 3: We call Gi transfer the data to the sink after finding its presence within
its range. Data transmission takes place with one hop communication between sensor
and sink.
Assumption 4: We assume that the sink has no resource limitation, i.e. computational,
memory and energy.
2.2.2 Network Structure
Sink node at N(i; j) only have four candidates of edges with sensors (N(i  1; j);N(i+
1; j);N(i; j  1);N(i; j+ 1)) that are in square lattices adjoining N(i; j) in Figure 2.1 Like
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CPU 8-bit, 4 MHz
Storage 8K Instruction flash, 512 bytes RAM, 512 bytes EEPROM
Communication 916 MHz radio
Bandwidth 10 Kilobits per second
Operating System TinyOS
OS code space 3500 bytes
Available code space 4500 bytes
Table 2.1: Basic configuration of a simple sensor node
this way all the nodes are connected with the sink node, those are within its one hop
range.
Figure 2.1: Sink and four sensors in its range represent as edge.
We consider a large n number of fixed homogenous sensor nodes placed uniformly
according to sensors range in a square region given by a geographical area, for sensing
data or monitoring events. Single mobile sink travels in the squared monitored region
to collect data by one hop communication [31]. It follows the proposedmobility model
to traverse the network to collect data, described in next session. Sink collects the data
from the sensors; those are one hop range from the sink shows in Figure 2.2. Here
we follow the one hop data collection to avoid the threats arrises in multi hop data
data collections. There are two types of data collection; one is proactive data collection
and another is reactive data collections. In proactive data collection method sensed
data distributed and store throughout the network for later retrieval of mobile sink. In
reactive data collection method data send to the sink after detection of sinks presence
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or query. Our model follows the reactive data collection.
Figure 2.2: System model for Wireless Sensor Networks with Mobile Sink.
The network has ’n’ number of fixed homogenous sensor nodes. At each position
of sink the ki number of sensors covered by sink’s range at time tiwith connected graph
Gi(Vi;Ei).
So at time t1 sink covers k1 number of sensors with set s1.
At time t2 sink covers k2 number of sensors with set s2.
With our proposed random relativemobility model the inter section if two consecutive
set will not be empty.
s1\ s2 , 
generally, si\ sj , , where i and j are two consecutive number.
Two consecutive set intersections shouldnot be empty because in thismodel sensors
send their data to the sink with one hop distance, only when the sink is within their
range. If we omit some sensor within two consecutive position, those sensors unable
to send their data to the sink. Our main aim is to collect the data from all sensors.
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2.3 Mobility Model of Sink
Our proposed mixed mobility model which is the combination of random way point
and modified Gauss-Markov model [31]. Gauss-Markov mobility model is initially
proposed for PCS [33]; and this model has been used for an ad hoc network protocol.
Here we describe how it works for mobile sink in the MSWSN.
2.3.1 Modified Gauss-Markov Model
Assume that at time t1 sink is at position p1(x1; y1).
Initially it needs to specify the position of the sink. Then it starts movement with the
based on previous position, speed and direction. At the nth position:
xn= xn 1+sn 1cos(dn 1)
yn= yn 1+sn 1sin(dn 1)
(2.1)
Where (xn;yn) and (xn 1;yn 1) are the current and the previous position of the sink
node respectively. sn 1 and dn 1 are the speed and direction of the previous (xn 1;yn 1)
position.
The Gauss-Markov Mobility Model was designed to adapt to dierent levels of ran-
domness. More specifically, the value of speed and direction at the nth instance is
calculated based upon the value of position, speed and direction of the (n  1)th in-
stance and a random variable shown in the following equations:
sn=sn 1+(1 )s0
q 
1 2sxn 1 (2.2)
dn=dn 1+(1 )d0
q 
1 2dxn 1 (2.3)
Where sn and dn are the new speed and direction of the sink at time interval n, s0 and d0
are constants representing the mean value of speed and direction as n!1; 0    1,
is the tuning parameter used to vary the randomness, and sxn 1 and dxn 1 are random
variables from a Gaussian distribution. As the proposed model’s assumption is the
randommotion of the mobile sink, so that it is according to values of , sxn 1 and dxn 1
are taken randomly. Total randomvalues obtained by setting = 0 and linearmotion is
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obtained by setting  = 1. Intermediate levels of randomness are obtained by varying
the value of  between 0 and 1.
When the sink reaches at the boundary, it returns back to the previous position.
Therefore, each time the sink needs to save the previous position in order to calculate
the next position and returns back when it heats the boundary.
2.3.2 RandomWaypoint Mobility Model
This mobility model includes pause times between succesive position change. Here
sink stays at a location for a certain period of time known as pause time. At each step
sink node stays for a fixed amount of time. Once pause time expires, it moves towards
the newly chosen position at the selected speed.
2.3.3 Mixed Mobility Model
Speed, direction and position is being calculated by Gauss-Markov model, whereas
random waypoint only gives the pause time. Here we use pause time because sink
needs to collect the packet/data before changing its position and here we have taken a
long pause time of 20 second.
We implemented the proposedmixedmobility model for sink inMatLab and check
the performance. It covers the maximum area within the specified region for data
collection.
2.4 Wireless Sensor Networks with Mobile Data Collec-
tor
To better understand the features of Wireless Sensor Networks with Mobile Sink, let
introduce the network architecture first, which is detailed according to the role of the
mobile sink [34].
Sensor nodes (or just nodes) are the sources of information. Such nodes perform sensing
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as their main task. They may also forward or relay messages to the network, depend-
ing on the agreed communication paradigm.
Sinks (base stations) are the destinations of information. It collects data sensed by sensor
nodes either directly (i.e., by visiting sensors and collecting data from each of them) or
indirectly (i.e., through intermediate nodes). They can use data coming from sensors
autonomously or make them available to interested users through an Internet connec-
tion.
Special support nodes perform a specific task, such as acting as intermediate data collec-
tors or mobile sink. They are neither sources nor destinations of messages, but exploit
mobility to support network operation or data collection.
Note that sink might be mobile at the network. Depending on the specific scenario,
the support nodes might be present or not. When there are only regular nodes, the
resulting WSN with mobile sink architecture is homogeneous. Furthermore, dierent
from traditional WSN, which are usually limited to be dense, WSN with mobile sink
can also be sparse. As the network architecture strongly depends on the role of the
mobile sink, we will analyze it in detail in the following section.
Mobile Data Collectors (MDCs). These are mobile elements which visit the whole
network to collect data sensed by the sensors. Depending on the mobility of collector
it manages the collected data.
Mobile Sinks (MSs). Mobile nodes are the destination of messages originated by
sensors, i.e., they represent the endpoints of data collection in the network. They can
either autonomously consume collected data for their own purposes or make them
available to remote users by using a long range wireless Internet connection. In [34]
ordinary sensor nodes are static and densely deployed in the sensing area. One or
multiple Mobile sinks (MS) move throughout the network to gather data coming from
all sensors. Note that the path between the source nodes and the MS is either single
hop or multi-hop.
In [35] defined the application, people act as MSs by collecting environmental data
(such as pollutants concentration andweather conditions) for their own purposes. The
reference WSN scenario is represented by a sparse WSNwhere multiple MSs can be in
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contact with a single sensor node at the same time.
MobileRelays (MRs). These are intermediate nodeswhichgather data fromsensors,
store them, and carry the collected data to sinks or base stations. They are not the
endpoints of communication, but only act as mobile forwarders. This means that the
collected data move along with them, until theMRs get in contact with the sink or base
station. Here the sensors and sink are static and only relay node is movable.
So data collection is of two types one type is proactive another is reactive [46].
 Proactive: In this type of data collection method monitored data is distributed
and stored throughout the network for later retrieved by the mobile sink.
 Reactive: In this type of data collection method data sent towards the mobile
sink as a reaction for the detection of sink’s presence or queries.
Here our data collection method follows the reactive data collection. It follows the one
hop reactive based data collection.
2.5 Performance Metrics
2.5.1 Throughput/ Delivery Ratio
In Wireless Sensor Networks throughput is the average rate of successful message
delivery over communication radio. This data may be delivered by the physical
or logical link, or pass through certain network nodes. The throughput is usually
calculated in bits per second (bps), and sometimes in data packets per second or data
packets per time slot. Yuxi et al. [28] showed that lossy links do have significant impact
on the maximum achievable throughput. There are some cases, where a network can
achieve half of the throughput of the corresponding lossless network. Lossy links also
aects energy eciency. Lossy network can only achieve half of the throughput when
links are lossless.
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2.5.2 Network Life Time
Network lifetime is thekey characteristic for evaluating sensornetworks in anapplication-
specific way. The lifetime of sensor network depends on the operation time of individ-
ual sensor nodes. Lifetime of wireless sensor networks ends when first node dies in
the network. Y. Chen et al. [29] described two key parameters at the physical layer that
aect the lifetime of the network: the state of the channel and the residual energy of
sensors. Here in this letter they proposed a greedy approach to lifetime maximization
which achieves considerable improvement in the lifetime performance.
2.5.3 Node Authentication
An adversary is not just limited to modifying the data packet. It can change the whole
packet stream by injecting additional packets. So the receiver needs to confirm that
the data used for decision-making process must originates from the correct source. On
the other hand, when constructing the sensor network, authentication is necessary for
many administrative tasks (e.g. network reprogramming or controlling sensor node
duty cycle). From the above, we can see that message authentication is important
for many applications in sensor networks. Informally, data authentication allows a
receiver to verify that the data is really sent by the claimed sender. In the case of two-
party communication, data authentication can be achieved through apurely symmetric
mechanism: the sender and the receiver share a secret key to compute the message
authentication code (MAC) of all communicated data.
2.5.4 Data Freshness
In [30] Given that all sensor networks stream some forms of time varying measure-
ments, it is not enough to guarantee confidentiality and authentication; we also must
ensure eachmessage is fresh. Informally, data freshness denotes that the data is recent,
and it confirms that no adversary replayed old messages. We identify two types of
freshness: weak freshness, which provides partial message ordering, but carries no
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delay information, and strong freshness, which provides a total order on a request-
response pair, and allows for delay estimation [30]. Weak freshness is required by
sensor measurements, while strong freshness is useful for time synchronization within
the network [39].
2.6 Security Issues
In this section we classify the security requirement and the layer wise attacks possible
in sensor networks. In this thesis we mainly focused on to avoid the external attack
and node authentication during data collections.
2.6.1 Security Requirements
A sensor network is a special type of network. It shares some commonalities with
traditional network, but also add some unique requirements of its own. Therefore,
the requirements of a wireless sensor networks as including both the typical network
requirements and the unique requirements suitable exclusively to wireless sensor net-
works.
Data Confidentiality
Data confidentiality is themost important issue in thewireless network security. Every
network with any security focus will typically address this problem first. In sensor
networks, the confidentiality relates to the following [15, 16]:
 A sensor network should not leak sensor readings to its neighbors. Especially in
a military application, the data stored in the sensor nodemay be highly sensitive.
 In several applications nodes communicate highly sensitive data, e.g., key distri-
bution; therefore it is extremely important to build a secure channel in a wireless
sensor network.
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 Public information of sensor, such as sensor unique key and public keys, should
also be encrypted to some extent to protect against trafic analysis attacks.
The standard approach for keeping sensitive data secret is to encrypt the data with a
secret key that only intended receivers possess, to achieving confidentiality.
Data Integrity
With the implementation of confidentiality, an adversary may be incapable to take
information. This doesn’t mean the data is safe. The adversary can modify the data,
so as to send the sensor network into disorder. For example, a malicious node may
add some fragments or modify the data within a packet. Then this new packet can
then be sent to the original receiver. Data loss or damage can also occur without the
presence of a malicious node due to the exacting communication environment. Thus,
data integrity ensures that any received data has not been altered during transmission
[14].
Data Freshness
Even if confidentiality and data integrity are assured, we also need to take care of
the each data freshness. Data freshness ensures that the data is recent, and it has no
replayed of old messages by adversary node. This is especially required when there
are shared-key strategies employed in the design. Typically shared keys need to be
changed over time. It takes time for new shared keys to be distributed throughout the
network. In this case, it is easy for the adversary to use a replay attack. Also, it is
easy to disrupt the normal work of the sensor, if the sensor is unaware of the new key
change time. To solve this problem a nonce, or another time-related counter, can be
added into the packet to ensure data freshness.
Availability
Applying the traditional encryption algorithms to fit within the wireless sensor net-
work is not free, and will introduce some extra costs. Some methods take to modify
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the code to reuse the code as much as possible. Some methods try to make use of
additional communication technology to achieve the same goal. All these methods
decline the availability of a sensor and sensor network for the following reasons:
 Additional computation consumes additional energy. If no more energy exists,
the data will no longer be available.
 Additional communication also consumesmore energy. What’smore, as commu-
nication increases so too does the chance of incurring a communication conflict.
 A single point failure will be introduced if using the central processing scheme.
This greatly threatens the availability of the network.
The requirement of security not only aects the operation of the network, but also is
highly important in maintaining the availability of the whole network.
Self-Organization
Awireless sensor network is a typically an adhoc network, which requires every sensor
node be independent and flexible enough to be self-organizing and self-behaving
according to the situations. There is no fixed infrastructure available for the network
management in a sensor network. This feature causes to brings a great challenge to
wireless sensor network security. For example, the dynamics of the whole network
inhibits the idea of pre-installation of a shared key between the base station and
all sensors [17]. In order to apply public-key cryptography in sensor networks, an
ecient mechanism for public-key distribution is necessary as well. In the same
way the distributed sensor networks must self-organize to support multi-hop routing
and to conduct key management and building trust relation among sensors. If self-
organization is lacking in a sensor network, the damage resulting from an attack or
even the hazardous environment may be overwhelming.
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Time Synchronization
Most sensor network applications based on the form of time synchronization. In
order to conserve power, an individual sensor’s radio may be turned o for periods
of time. Further, sensors may compute the end-to-end delay of a packet as it travels
between two consecutive sensors. For more collaborative sensor network may require
group synchronization for tracking applications. In [24], the authors propose a set
of secure synchronization protocols for sender-receiver (pairwise), multihop sender-
receiver (for use when the pair of nodes are not within single-hop range), and group
synchronization.
Authentication
An adversary is not just limited to modifying the data packet. It can change the whole
packet stream by injecting additional packets. So the receiver needs to confirm that
the data is using for any decision-making process originates from the authenticated
source. On the other hand, when constructing the sensor network, authentication is
necessary for many administrative tasks (e.g. network reprogramming or controlling
sensor node duty cycle). From the above, we can see that message authentication is
important for many applications in sensor networks. Informally, data authentication
allows a receiver to verify that the data really is sent by the claimed sender. In the case
of two-party communication, data authentication can be achieved through a purely
symmetric mechanism: the sender and the receiver share a secret key to compute the
message authentication code (MAC) of all communicated data.
Adrian Perrig et al. propose a key-chain distribution system for their TESLA
secure broadcast protocol [16]. The basic idea of the TESLA system is to achieve
asymmetric cryptography by delaying the disclosure of the symmetric keys. In this
case a senderwill broadcast an encryptedmessage by using a secret key. After a certain
period of time, the sender will disclose the secret key. The receiver is responsible for
buering the packet until the secret key has been disclosed. . After disclosure the
receiver can able authenticate the packet and provided that the packet was received
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before the keywas disclosed. One limitation ofTESLA is that some initial information
must be unicast to each sensor node before authentication of broadcast messages can
begin.
2.6.2 Types of Attacks Possible in WSN
Regarding to the security of a WSN, it can be investigated in dierent perspectives,
for example WSN attacks can be classified as two major categories: as external and
internal attack according to the domain of attacks.
External attack: The attack is defined as the attacker does not belong to the network
and it does not have any internal information about the network such as cryptographic
information. In other word it can be defined as physical attack.
Internal attack: When a genuine node of the network act abnormally or illegitimate
way, it considers as an internal attack. It uses the compromised node to attack the
network which can destroy or disrupt the network easily.
Here in thesis we mainly focussed on to avoid the external attacks and authenticae
the legitimate node during data collections. Here various types of attacks are defined
layerwise [39].
Physical Layer
Jamming: Interference with the radio frequencies a network’s nodes are using
Tampering: Physical compromise of nodes
Solutions: spread spectrum communication, jamming reports, accurate and complete
design of the node physical package
Data Link Layer
Collision: Altering of transmission octets to disrupt the packets (checksum mismatch,
back o in some MAC protocols)
Exhaustion: Collisions and back of in MAC protocols result in re-transmissions which
result to the exhaustion of battery resources
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Unfairness: Degrading service by causing users of a real-time MAC protocol to miss
their deadlines
Interrogation Attack: Here attacker continuously sends RTS packets ignoring CTS pack-
ets and which results in flooding of packets in network links of targeted nodes.
SYBIL Attack: In one variation single malicious node act as dierent nodes and then
gives many negative reinforcements to make the aggregate message a false one. In
other way it stus the ballot box where sensor nodes take help of voting mechanism
to choose a better link.
Solutions: Error correcting codes, collision detection and avoidance techniques, rate
limiting.
Network Layer
Selective Forwarding: Malicious nodes refuse to forward certain messages and simply
drop them
Sinkhole: The adversary attracts the surrounding nodes with unfaithful routing infor-
mation
Sybil attack: A single node presents multiple identities to other nodes
Wormhole: The adversary tunnels the trac received in a part of the network to another
HELLO flood: A laptop-class attacker broadcasts information with enough transmis-
sion power convincing every node in the network that he is his neighbor
Spoong and alternating routing information: Adversaries node may be successfully cre-
ates routing loops, attract or repel network trac, extend or shorten source routes,
generate false error messages, partition the network, increase end to end latency etc.
Node capture/Node replication attack: If an attacker can get physical access to the entire
network, it can not only capture a node and copy cryptographic keys but also can
launch replicated sensor with all captured cryptographic keys into strategic points in
the network.
Solutions: Link layer encryption and authentication, multipath routing, identity verifi-
cation, authenticated broadcast.
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Transport Layer
Flooding: The adversary sends many connection establishment requests to the victim
(memory and resource exhaustion)
DE synchronization: The adversary repeatedly forces messages which carry sequence
numbers to one or both endpoints (request for retransmission of missed frames)
Solutions: packet authentication including all control fields in the transport protocol
header.
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the system model of Mobile Sink Wireless Sensor Net-
works and random relative mobility model of mobile sink as a new paradigm for
wireless Sensor Networks. We classify the security requirement and the layer wise
attacks possible in mobile sink sensor networks. Here also we have addressed the
performance metrics of the network. In the next chapter, we look for the new method
for data collection from security view point, to avoid external attack and node authen-
tication during data collection.
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3.1 Introduction
The proposed framework for data collections called data collection with mobile sink.
This is relating components that can be used to design energy ecient secure method
that are adaptive to the environment. One mobile sink is deployed in the network to
collect the data from the sensors with one hop communications. All the sensors are
fixed other than the sink node and sensors are deployed sparsely to sense the environ-
ment according to its radio range. The designing issue is to prolong the network life
time and securily collect the data bymobile sink. Each of thesemechanisms can achieve
certain level of security and energy ecient data collection in the mobile sink wireless
sensor networks. MSWSN takes into consideration because the communication and
computation limitations of sensor node.
There is always a tradeo between security and performance, experimental results.
Here we proved that the proposed framework can achieve energy ecient routing and
high degree of security with negligible overheads.
3.2 Proposed Data Collection Method
We consider there are n numbers of static homogenous sensor nodes placed uniformly
in a square region given by a geographical area, for sensing data or monitoring events.
Single mobile sink travers in the squared monitored region to collect data by one hop
communication. It follows the proposed mobility model to travel through the service
area to collect data. Sink collects the data from the sensors; those are within the radio
range of the sink. It follows one hop data collection process. Data collection takes
place in three step process. There are two types of data collection; one is proactive
data collection and another is reactive data collections. In proactive data collection
method sensed data distributed and store throughout the network for later retrieval of
sink. In reactive data collection method data send to the sink after detection of sinks
presence or query. Our model follows the reactive data collection. Figure 3.1 shows
the sequence diagram of data collection.
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Figure 3.1: Sequence diagram of communication between sensor and sink.
During one hop data collection it performs with three step process, as shown in
the sequence diagram. We need to specify the initial position of the sink. After that
sink movement is based upon the proposed mixed mobility model. With following
this mobility model sink changes its position and each new position it performs data
collection operation with three step process. In first step, sink broadcast a new beacon
frame to alert the sensors within its range for sink’s presence. In second step, after
proper identifying the sink node sensors send their sensed data to the sink. In last
step, before sink changes position it broadcast a new beacon frame to alert the sensors
within its range to stop the data transmission. we follow the last step to reduce the
packet drop.
In Algorithm 1 initially sink starts motion from the initial position of the bounded
services area. Sink changes its relative position according to the proposed mobility.
Sink broadcasts a start beacon frame to the neighbor nodes. After receiving the beacon
frame each sensor node set their value and starts to send the data packets to the sink till
receives the stop beacon frame. Just before sink changes its position (T T) time sink
broadcasts another beacon frame to reset the neighbor nodes and stop the transmission,
to reduce the packet drop. After that sink changes to a new position and follow the
same procedure every time.
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Algorithm 1
t= Current time
T= Simulation time //End time of the program
= Pause time //Remain same throughout the program
p(x;y) = Position of the sink
b cast(id;start=stop) = Beacon frame broadcast by the sink.
1: initial positionsink = p(x;y)
2: z 
3: t 0
4: repeat
5: Sink= b cast(id;start)
6: while (t  z ) do
7: Sink= recv data(packets)
8: end while
9: if (t  z ) then
10: Sink= b cast(id;stop)
11: end if
12: new positionsink = p(x0;y0)
13: z t+
14: until ( t = T )
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3.3 Energy Consumption Model
The lifetime of sensor network depends on the operation time of individual sensor
nodes. Therefore, a model, which defines the amount of power consumed in each
action of a sensor node, influences the lifetime of networks to a great degree. In
proposed work, we assume a model where the radio dissipates Eelec= 50nJ=bit to run
the transmitter or receiver circuitry and "amp= 100pJ=bit=m2 for the transmit amplifier
to achieve an acceptable Eb=No [37].
The power needed to transmit k bits of data over a distance d is:
Etx= Eeleck+"ampkd
2 (3.1)
And the power needed to receive k bits of data is:
Erx= Eeleck (3.2)
Where d is the distance between the source and sink. Using a direct communication
protocol, each sensor sends its data directly to the base station. If the base station is far
away from the nodes, direct communication will require a large amount of transmit
power from each node. This will quickly drain the battery of the nodes and reduce the
network lifetime. Nodes route their packets to the base station through intermediate
nodes. Thus nodes act as routers for other nodes in addition to sense the environment.
The existing routing protocols consider the energy of the transmitter and neglect the
energy dissipation of the receiver in determining the routes in Equation (3.2).
Depending on the relative costs of the transmit amplifier and the radio electronics,
the total energy expended in the system might be greater in multi-hop transmission
than direct transmission to the base station.
Assume that there are ’n’ numbers of intermediate nodes to reach at the destination
and also each adjacency nodes are dierentiated with distance ’r’ between them. So
the total distance between source to sink is ’nr’. If we consider the energy expenditure
at each node during transmitting a single k-bit message from source node ’N’ to
base station. A node located with a distance from the base station using the direct
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communication approach is in equations 3.1 and 3.2, then from equation (3.1)
Edirect= ETx(k;d = n  r)
= Eelc k+"ampk  (nr)2
= k(Eelc+"ampn
2r2)
(3.3)
Packet passes through the ’n’ intermediate nodes to reach at the destinations means it
required ’n’ times transmit and ’n-1’ time receive. From Equation (3.2)
Erx= (n 1)Eeleck (3.4)
So total energy conservation to reach at the destination is
E = n(Eelck+"ampk  r2)+ (n 1)Erx
= Eelc k n+"ampk n  r2+(n 1)Eeleck
= k((2n 1)Eelec+"ampnr2)
(3.5)
In the direct communication with base station the energy conservation is
E = Etx+Erx
= Eeleck+"ampkd
2+Eeleck
= Eeleck+"ampkr
2+Eeleck
= k(2Eelec+"ampr
2)
(3.6)
From the above equations the total energy at n hop distance from the source to sink is
defined in equation (3.5) and for single hop communication in equation (3.6).
3.4 Simulation Analysis
In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed model and compare it
with the existing technology with static network. The experiment has been done in ns
2.34, we have taken 100 random sensor nodes in the 1000x1000 meter area. Initially
all sensor nodes have same level of enegy, i.e., 1 joule and the communication range
25 meters. The transmitting and receiving energy is 50 nJpb and transmit amplifier to
achieve an acceptable form is 100pJpb.
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Here we compared our proposed model Mobile Sink Wireless Sensor Networks
(MSWSN) with traditional protocol flooding and flat routing protocol Sensor Protocol
for Information via Negotiation (SPIN). SPIN is a negotiation base multi cast routing
protocol [26]. Source first negotiates among the neighbors before start the data transfer.
Communication overhead becomesmain issue in this type of network, which tends
to MAC sub layer. Sensors transmit the packets to the sink node and sink collect it
with CDMA protocol in our simulation model.
Figure 3.2: Delivery Ratio vs Time
In this Fig. 3.2 we have shown the delivery ratio of three routing protocols. Initially
in flooding delivery ratio is higher than the SPIN because of their redundant data
delivery nature. As soon as node dies, delivery ratio decreases. In SPIN the dierence
of minimum and maximum delivery ratio is less as compared to flooding. In the
proposed model delivery ratio is nearly 100
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Figure 3.3: Number of alive node vs Time
Fig. 3.3 shows the comparison between the simulation time various alive node in
the network. Because of the high complexity in flooding, nodes dies very quickly,
hence many nodes die on the network, but the rate of dead node reduces during the
simulations. In SPIN the dead node increases linearly, SPIN first negotiate with the
neighbors before it sends data. In the proposedmodel for a longduration of simulation,
network is stable. After a long time the rate of dead node increases linearly.
Figure 3.4: Residual Energy vs Time
Fig. 3.4 shows at initially of simulation residual energy of the network is very less
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in flooding. The reason behind the drastic decrement of residual energy of the network
is the broadcasting nature of the node. A large number of nodes die because of this
resion and further the network becomes disconnected. That’s why the residual energy
of the network is almost constant till the end of the simulation. In SPIN during the
simulation it transmits with negotiation based in order to reach at the destination.
When a node reduces its energy below threshold level, it is not going to participate
in data transmission. So that the decrement in the residual energy become almost
constant in the rest of the experiment. Unlike SPIN, MSWSN doesn’t require any path
finding to communicate, which decreases the residue energy linearly.
Figure 3.5: First node dies in the network
Network life time means the first node dies in the network. Fig. 3.5 shows the
First 12node dies in the network with considering various technologies. In flooding
the first node dies very quickly in the considering scenario because it floods the data
packets to entire network in-order to deliver the data packets. Comparatively flooding,
SPIN saves more energy and sends the data to the destination. It sends the data after
establishes the path and follow the same path until it breaks. In this way the node
dies slowly. In the MSWSNmodel more energy saves and all nodes of the network are
alive for long period of time.
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3.5 Secure Communication During Data Collections
We use symmetric key cryptography because asymmetric cryptography use dierent
key for encryption and decryption. Asymmetric key is computationally high. Sen-
sor node have limited computational resources, so asymmetric key cryptography is
not appropriate for sensor networks. Symmetric key uses single secret key for both
encryption and decryption. As resource constraints in sensor node symmetric key is
appropriate for the Wireless Sensor Networks. Here we use symmetric key cryptogra-
phy to encrypt the data and authenticate the node. We assumed sink has no resource
limitation, so take sink as the centralize controller.
Assumptions
Sensor node’s secret key —ki
Sink node’s secret key —ks
Shared key —ksh
Large prime number —pi
CAC—Central Authentication Code
SAC—Sensor Authentication Code
MAC—Message Authentication Code
H()—Hash function to calculate hash value
Node’s Operations
Sink’s operation:
CAC =H(E(pi;ks))
DATA = CDCACki=DATA = CDSAC (decrypt the cypher text to get the original
data)
Sensor’s operation:
SAC = CACki
CD =DATASAC (encrypt the plain text with secret key)
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Procedure for node authentication:
Algorithm 2 Operation at Sink
1: After a fixed amount of time sink generates a random large prime number (pi) and
calculates CAC =H(E(pi;ks))
2: Distribute the CAC among the networks
3: Broadcast the beacon frame with containing kshksCAC
4: Receive the cipher textmessage Cd and decrypt it with own scret keyDATA = CD
CACki
5: Compare the DATA with the MAC if it same accept elsereject
6: If DATApacket is rejected then sink send aNAK to corresponding sensor to resend.
7: Go to the step.4 till end of the pause time.
Algorithm 3 Operation at Sensors
1: Each sensor calculate its own secret key with receiving the CAC from sensor
SAC = CACki
2: When it receive the broadcast it check it with B castCACksh If result is same as
sink secret key then accept else reject.
3: Sensor encrypts its data with own secret key to generate cypher text CD =DATA
SAC
4: Append the MAC at the end of the packet for verification.
5: Go to step.3 till end of pause time or no more data to send.
In our proposed method, in regular interval of time sink generates a large prime
number. It produces Central Authentication Code (CAC) by hash the value after
encrypting the prime number with sink secret key (ks) [42]. Then distribute the CAC
in the network. All sensors in the service area calculate Sensor Authentication Code
(SAC) by ex-or the CAC with sensor secret key (ki). Sink node broad cast the packet
with shared key, sink secret key and CAC (B cast = kshksCAC). Sensors receive the
packets and decrypt the packets with the operation B castCACksh. Sensors accept
the packet after checking the authentication of sink. If it accepted sensor send the data
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packets encrypting with SAC to produce cipher text of the data (CD) and continue the
process till no data packets to send or end of the sink’s pause time. Sink receive the
packets with decrypting the packets with this process DATA = CD CACki. Then
compare the DATAwith the MAC, if this same sink accept the packet otherwise reject.
Figure 3.6 shows the communication between the sensor and sink.
Figure 3.6: Communication between sensor and sink
3.6 Security Analysis and Performance Comparison
At the Network Initialization phase, each node stores a set of secret keys, shared key
and an authenticator operator. Taking into account the typical number of neighboring
nodes in this kind of networks [40] and the key length we are considering (128 bits),
the memory storage wants of the proposed scheme appear as follows.
For example, for the node density of 5 neighbors, key length of 128 bits, 160-bits
output hash function, and a 10 tuples authenticator, the required memory is about 360
bytes only.
Security properties required by mobile sink sensor networks include that data
confidentiality, data authentication, data integrity, data freshness [32].
In our proposed key exchanged algorithm,we generate CACwith the hash function
so that the malicious node can never hack it; we encrypt the DATAmessage with SAC
to keep or get the data authentication; SAC is generated by Ki, it makes realize the data
is confidential. With the privacy authentication technology, we set up secure channels
between sensors and sink node with using the shared key concept.
In addition, we use MAC code to confirm data integrity; it makes the receiver
believe that the received data is not modified during transmission by an adversary.
In our model, we use large prime number to keep data freshness. It ensures that
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the data is recent, and it ensures that no adversary replayed old messages. So we here
also ensure that each message is fresh. Sink generate a large prime number after fixed
amount of time to keep data freshness and it also make confusion to adversary node.
We use the CDMA technology to improve secure communication because of that
the CDMA can provide cheap, clear, and energy ecient wireless communication [43].
Figure 3.7: Residual energy of the network vs Time
Figure 3.7 shows the comparison between the mobile sink data collection and se-
cure data collection with considering network residual energy. At initially simulation
residual energy of the network is 100 jule. We have already implemented the mobile
sink data collection technique and here it is comparedwith after applying the symmet-
ric key cryptography for MSWSN. After a fixed amount of time it drastically changes
the network energy because of the key updating by the sink and distribute among the
network and each node calculate its own key.
3.7 Conclusion
This chapter, a new framework for energy ecient secure data collection is proposed.
The proposed framework uses a new approach of one hop communication and node
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authentication on the base of secure energy ecient algorithms for sensor networks.
We have simulated the proposed model and compared with traditional protocol for
static sensor networks. Here we use symmetric key cryptography for secure data
collection. Communication between sensor nodes and the sink is secured as the sensor
data is encrypted using symmetric key cryptography. In the propose scheme the large
prime is generated in a fixed time interval of time to avoid replay attack and keep data
freshness.
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4.1 Introduction
Wireless sensor network is becoming an increasingly important technology that will be
widely used in a variety of applications such as public safety, environmental surveil-
lance, disaster surveillance, medical, home and oce security, transportation, and
military[1]. Routing protocol in sensor network is very pivotal. SPIN protocol is a
basic data-centric routing protocol of wireless sensor networks [41]; thoughmany new
algorithms have been proposed for the problem of routing data in static sensor net-
works not for the mobile sink [45]. Our goal is to show that SPIN work eciently for
critical data transmission towards mobile sink and use symmetric key cryptography
for secure data transmission to mobile sink.
In our proposed model sink is not static, it traverse network with random relative
motion to collect the data. If sensor sense any critical data and sink is not in its range for
that situation sensor needs to send its data immediately towardmobile sink. As sink is
moving randomly in the network, the traditional protocol proposed for static network
can’t work. For that, sensor needs to flood the data to reach at the destination. SPIN
protocols can deliver 60% more data for a given amount of energy than conventional
approach [41]. Here mathematically in Equation 4.3 proved that it doesn’t take the
extra cost for the mobility of the sink node.
Sensor Network mainly deployed for risk management like disaster surveillance,
environmental surveillance and military etc. So we need to route the critical data to
sink, which will transfer the data to the base station immediately.
4.2 Working Model of SPIN
The performance of SPIN is better than of flooding, gossiping and ideal protocol for
energy and bandwidth consumption [41]. These three protocols function comparisons
as: (i) flooding, which broadcast the packet among all of its neighbors; (ii) gossiping,
a variant on flooding that sends messages to random sets of neighboring nodes; and
(iii) ideal, an idealized routing protocol that assumes perfect knowledge and has the
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best possible performance.
The traditional protocols which establish a path before transmit the data are also
not suitable for themobile sink. Because each time sink is changes its position. It needs
to flood the data in order to reach at the sink node.
Sensor Protocol for Information via Negotiation Protocol (SPIN) has four types:
SPIN-PP, SPIN-EC, SPIN-BC, and SPIN-RL [41]. In our work, we consider SPIN-EC as
the best protocol. In SPIN-PP,Nodes use three types ofmessages ADV, REQ andDATA
to communicate [3]. When energy is plentiful, SPIN-EC nodes communicate using the
same three-stage protocol as SPIN-PP nodes. When a SPIN-EC node observes that its
energy is approaching a low-energy threshold, it adapts by reducing its participation
in the protocol. ADV is used to advertise new data, REQ is also to request for data
and DATA is the actual message. The protocol starts when a SPIN node gets new data
that it is willing to share on on-demand basis. It does so by broadcasting an ADV
message containing meta-data. Meta-data size is very small as compared to the size
of the DATA. If a neighbor is interested in the data, it sends an REQ message for the
DATA and the DATA is sent back to this neighbor node. The neighbor sensor node
then repeats this process to its neighbors till reach at the sink node.
Figure 4.1 [41] showsanexampleonhowthisprotocolworks. It starts byadvertising
its data to node B from Node A(a). Node B responds by sending a request to node A
(b). After receiving the requested data (c), node B then sends out advertisements to its
neighbors (d), who in turn send requests back to B (e, f).
The strength of this protocol lies in its simplicity. Eachnode in the networkperforms
little decision making when it receives new data, and therefore wastes little energy in
computation. Furthermore, eachnodeonlyneeds toknowabout its single-hopnetwork
neighbors.
4.3 Mechanism Of Routing Towards Mobile Sink
Our work mainly focused on mobile sink wireless sensor networks, where all the
sensors are static in nature. Only the sink node dynamically changes its position.
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Figure 4.1: The SPIN-PP protocol [41].
Mobility is restricting within the sensing bounded area. Which is a cause to the prolog
of network lifetime. Our intension is to show how eciently SPIN can work in the
mobile sink WSN.
In our assumption all nodes are static other than the sink node. Sink node moves
randomly in the field. The position, speed and direction calculates randomly in Equa-
tion 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 after each step of moving.
According to SPIN characteristics, sensors communicate with the sink via nego-
tiation. When sensor node starts send the data to the sink node, each time it finds
the path following negotiation based approach to reach at sink as described above.
Because SPIN protocol doesn’t establish the path to the sink node while going to send.
It is a three step process to communicate with sink node.
Figure 4.2 shows the data transmission to the mobile sink according to the SPIN
characteristics. Here K1 to K6 are the static nodes and S is the mobile sink node. Form
figure 4.2 node k1 sends the packet to the sink nodewhen it is at P1 and deliver the data
to the sink when it is at the position P2. Sink move from the position P1 to P2 during
the data transmission.
SPIN is the better protocol then those traditional protocols which first establish the
path then transmit the data to sink. In this situation sink always changes the position
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dynamically as derived in the Equation 2.1, so it is not feasible to establish the path and
follow to transmit the data to the sink. As per themathematical derivation Equation 4.3
SPIN works eciently in mobile sink WSN. Which proved in the next Section-IV and
it is better than the flooding, gossiping and ideal protocol for energy and bandwidth
consumption [41].
Figure 4.2: Data transmission with mobile sink.
4.4 Mathematical Model for Data Transmission
Figure 4.3 shows the data transmission to the sink when sink at the P1 hop distance
from source (a) and P2 hop distance from source (b). Source starts to send the data
with multicasting according to the SPIN property. Each time it starts with the greedy
incremental tree (GIT) to reach at the sink.
Each node in the tree (except the sink) makes the transmission till reach at the sink.
So GIT starts from source node.
In this case number of transmission is equal to number of edge of the tree. And
number of the edge of the tree is the cost for transmission.
Assumed that, the distance from source to sink isDx, cost to transmit the data with
distance Dx is Cx and each node can disseminate the maximum ’n’ number of packets.
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Figure 4.3: Transmission of data when sink is (a) at P1 hop distance (b) P2 hop distance
from source.
When sink is at position P1.shown in Figure 4.3(a), the maximum number of packet
dissemination to reach at the sink node at distance:
Can be formulated as
C1 =
np1  n
n 1 + k (4.1)
Where k < n, number of packets transmit at last step to reach at the sink.
For the distance (D1) is directly proportional to cost
i.e D1 / C1
Similarly at the position of sink at P2 is D2 / C2 ;
In general
Dx / Cx (4.2)
Cost depends on distance between the sources and sink node not the position and
the direction. Here it shows the position means the distance of sink position from the
source node. This shows the following equations;
i.e. p(x1; y1) = distance form sink to position (x1; y1)
if P(x1;y1) > P(x2;y2)
then D1>D2;C1> C2 ,
if P(x1;y1) < P(x2;y2)
then D1<D2;C1< C2 ,
and if P(x1;y1) = P(x2;y2)
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then D1=D2;C1= C2
Thus the increase in delay is approximately proportional to:
(Distance between farthest source and sink)  (Distance between closest source and sink)
(4.3)
Cost depends on distance between source and sink, not on the directions and speed
using the SPIN protocol.
4.5 Simulation and Performance Analysis
In this section we evaluate the performance of the protocol proved for MSWSN and
compare it with the traditional flooding technique. The experiment has been done
in ns 2.34, we have taken 100 random sensor nodes in the 1000Ö1000 meter area, a
sparse network. Initially all sensor nodes have same level of enegy, i.e., 1 joule and
the communication range 25 meters. The transmitting and receiving energy is 50 nJpb
and transmit amplifier to achieve an acceptable form is 100pJpb. Here we assumed the
simulation parameter as previous one.
Communication overhead becomesmain issue in this type of network, which tends
to MAC sub layer. Sensors transmit the packets to the sink node and sink collect it
with Selective CDMA protocol in our simulation model.
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Figure 4.4: Number of alive node vs Time
Figure 4.4 shows the comparison between the simulation time versos alive node
in the network. Because of the high complexity in flooding, nodes dies very quickly,
hence many nodes die on the network, but the rate of dead node reduces during
the simulations is very quickly. In SPIN the dead node increases linearly, SPIN first
negotiate with the neighbors before it sends data. So maximum numbers of nodes are
alive in the network and deliver the more data towards mobile sink.
Figure 4.5: Delivery ratio vs Time
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In the Figure 4.5 we have shown the delivery ratio towards mobile sink. Initially
in flooding delivery ratio is higher than the SPIN because of their redundant data
delivery nature. As soon as node dies, delivery ratio decreases. In SPIN the dierence
of minimum and maximum delivery ratio is less as compared to flooding. Initially
it delivers less packets compared to flooding and after a certain period SPIN delivers
more data towards mobile sink.
4.6 Secured SPIN for Data Transmissions
We use the same assumption/ keys used in previous for the data encryption and
confidence. We use the same symmetric key cryptography for data encryption and
decryption. Symmetric key uses single secret key for both encryption and decryption.
Each sensor has it’s secret key and a shared key for data encryption and authentication.
Aswe assumed sink has no resource limitation, sink is taken as the centralize controller.
Sink node also have its secret key and all sensors secret key. As resource constraints in
sensor node symmetric key is appropriate for the Wireless Sensor Networks.
Sensor use SPIN protocol for critical data transmission towards mobile sink in
MSWSN. Here we use symmetric key cryptography for data encryption during trans-
mission.
4.6.1 Assumptions
Sensor node’s secret key —ki
Sink node’s secret key —ks
Shared key —ksh
Large prime number —pi
CAC—Central Authentication Code
SAC—Sensor Authentication Code
MAC—Message Authentication Code
H()—Hash function to calculate hash value
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4.6.2 Procedure
During network initialization the secret key and shared key distributed among all
nodes in the network. Sink generates a large prime number in a fixed time inter-
val. Each time it generates a new key, using that large prime number, CAC (Central
Authentication Code) by CAC =H(E(pi;ks)) as described in the previous chapter and
distribute throughout the networks [42]. After getting this CAC, sensors update their
key with generating SAC (Sensor Authentication Code) SAC = CACki. Sink updates
with this large prime number to avoid replay attack and keep data freshness.
AtADVmessage sending phase, the node which have critical data send to sink that
should encrypt the ADV with the shaired key to avoid an external attacker. As per
Figure 4.1, if node Awants to send its data, it first encryptsADVwith its shared key ksh
to get an encrypted ADV, and then send the encrypted ADV to all its neighbors. Those
sensors get theADV packet it decrypt with the shared key to get the ADV. It trusts that
ADV comes from the legitimate node if it can able to decrypt the ADV using shared
key. Then the sensor checks to see if it possesses all of the advertised data. If not, it
sends an REQmessage back to node A, asking for the data it would like to acquire.
At DATA message sending phase, if a sensor node wants to send data to sink, it
first XOR data with its SAC, then adds MAC at the end of the packet [43], and then
sends the packet to sink via its own CDMA [43] code. Only sink can decrypt the data
packets with its key and sensor’s secret key. To decrypt the DATA sink first pulls out
the respective Ki, using Ks, the sink checksMAC to see if the data is altered. If there is
no alteration, then the sink XOR the coming data with Ki and current CAC. Result is
the original data sent by the sensor node.
4.7 Security Analysis
Security properties required by mobile sink sensor networks include that data confi-
dentiality, data authentication, data integrity, data freshness [32].
In our proposed key exchanged algorithm, we generate CAC with a hash function
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so that the malicious node can never hack it; we encrypt the DATAmessage with SAC
to keep the data authentication; SAC is generated by Ki, it makes realize the data is
confidential. With the privacy authentication technology, we set up secure channels
between sensors and sink node with using the shared key concept. Sink generate a
large prime number after fixed amount of time to keep data freshness and it also make
confusion to adversary node. In addition to this MAC is used for data integrity, it
confirms the receiver that the received data is not altered in transit by an adversary.
In our model, we use large prime number to keep data freshness. It ensures that
the data is recent, and it ensures that no adversary replayed old messages. So we here
also ensure that each message is fresh.
We use the CDMA technology to improve secure communication because of that
the CDMA can provide cheap, clear, and energy ecient wireless communication [43].
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proved an existing protocol SPIN is appropriate for data transmis-
sion towards mobile sink. Which is more energy ecient than the general flooding
technique. We use symmetric key cryptography for secure data transmission to wards
mobile sink. We have implemented the security using symmetric key cryptography to
avoid external attack and keep data freshness. We simulated the protocol and compare
the performance for energy conservation and delivery ratio. In next sessionwe analyze
the security for secure protocol. Here sink uses large prime number after generating
a fixed amount of time to keep data freshness and avoid the external attack. Interme-
diate sensors only authenticate the other senosrs during data transmission and only
authorised sink can decrypt the data packets.
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5.1 Conclusion
In this thesis we proposed a method for data collection to prolong the network lifetime
and session based symmetric key cryptography in mobile sink sensor networks. In
our algorithm we provide security and energy eciency method for data collection.
There are several static methods are available for this which uses dierent approaches
to provide security in resource limited wireless sensor networks. In mobile sink based
approaches, sink travers the network randomly and data collection from single hop
sensors. Sinkt have enough energy, memory and computational power. We exploited
this approach andproposed a newmechanism for secure data collectionwhich can able
to avoid external attack and authenticate the node during the data collection process.
The proposed security method provides positive features of symmetric key cryp-
tography. Proposed method provides the security features with reducing the packet
drop and keep data freshness. In this method sink generate a large prime number after
a fixed period of time to keep data freshness and avoid the replay attack. With using
the shared key sink broadcast the message at each position. Sensors authenticate sink
with using their shared shared key. Then sensors send the packet encrypted with their
secret key.
For the critical data transmission to mobile sink we proved an existing protocol
(SPIN) is suitable for mobile sink. We use symmetric key cryptography for secure data
transmission towards mobile sink. Proposed method can able to avoid the external
attack and authenticate the intermediate nodewhile transmitting towardsmobile sink.
Our analysis of comparison results established that our proposedmethod is secured
and provide better performance.
5.2 Future Work
To conclude this thesis, following are some points that may lead to some betterand
interesting results.
IEEE 802.15.4-basedmobile sinkwireless sensor network has a lot of security threats
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because it has very low computational power and limited resources [47]. Such threats
can be classified by network layering architecture such as jamming and tampering
in physical layer, collision, exhaustion, unfairness in link layer, spoofed, altered or
replays routing information, selective forwarding, sinkhole and wormhole in network
layer, flooding and desynchronization in transport layer. The security suites consists
of 8 dierent security levels, and each level means a kind of cryptographic algorithm,
the mode of block cipher, message authentication code, and the size of message au-
thentication code [48, 49]. Our work can be further extended to satisfy these dierent
security levels.
There are seven security requirements namely: availability, authorization, authen-
tication, confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation, and freshness [47]. In this thesis
we have addressed to keep only node authentication, data freshness during data col-
lection. It can be further enhanced to satisfy the other security requirements. While
applying the security framework, it needs to consider energy consumption because of
the limited power of sensor nodes.
For the critical data transmission towards mobile sink in Mobile Sink Sensor Net-
works the SPIN protocol can be further improvised for energy ecient data transmis-
sion towards mobile sink. Security models can be improvised to avoid several internal
attack like sink hole, wormhole, replay and sybilattacks which are arises during critical
data transmissions.
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